Metro

Minneapolis Northwest Tourism is highlighting safe ways to support businesses in its destination by utilizing Facebook Live. They have broadcasted from the Shoppes at Arbor Lakes to show the shopping area’s new COVID-19 guidelines and have highlight a new restaurant each week during its weekly “Takeout Tuesday” feature. You can follow along on their social media channels.

Visit Saint Paul has announced plans for their Ready Together Pledge to ensure consumer confidence about traveling throughout our capital city. The organization will utilize CDC guidance, Executive Orders from Governor Tim Walz and Mayor Melvin Carter, and in collaboration with organizational partners throughout Ramsey County, to create a pledge for consistent and recognizable safe reopening.

Northeast

Members of the Lake County Chamber are asking businesses and guests to take the “I’m In, Lake County!” pledge. The pledge asks businesses, guests, and residents to adhere to safety guidelines and best practices, you can create a safer, healthier environment for everyone.